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Seeing the divine turtle kill the demon beast and even bring the beast core to 
him, Kai was overjoyed. He never expected the divine turtle would be so 
formidable within the Night Sea. I didn’t realize this when I first tamed it either! 

“Mr. Chance, the divine turtle you tamed is so impressive. That demon beast 
earlier seemed quite strong, yet your divine turtle killed it and even fetched its 
beast core for you,” Cloud said with evident envy upon witnessing that scene. 

“I didn’t expect this divine turtle to be this powerful either!” Kai happily 
retrieved the beast core from the turtle’s mouth. 

Then, he fetched some spiritual plants from his Storage Ring to feed the 
divine turtle, which responded with a satisfied roar. Subsequently, Kai and the 
other two rode on the divine turtle, heading straight for the island. 

As they approached, they noticed debris floating in the waters around the 
island. Evidently, another spirit ship had sunk. 

Moreover, among the debris floated over at dozen corpses, which made for a 
haunting. sight. Upon seeing that, Cloud turned pale, and his eyes were filled 
with distress. 

He was afraid that was the spirit ship his father had been on, and one of those 
floating bodies might be his father. 

Sensing Cloud’s worry, Kai comforted him, “There are many who travel by 
spirit ships across the Night Sea. Besides, many spirit ships pass through 
here, so this might not necessarily be your father’s. We can inspect those 
bodies to see if any members from Stellaris Sect are among them.” 

Once Cloud nodded in agreement, Kai directed the divine turtle toward the 
floating debris. After they got closer to one of the dead bodies, Cloud began 
examining it. 

Because the corpses were bloated from soaking in the seawater, identifying 
them proved challenging. Nevertheless, Cloud still managed to confirm their 
identities through the clothes and accessories. 

“This is a disciple from Stellaris Sect. Their clothing and the unique bracelets 
on their wrists are distinctive to our sect,” Cloud uttered in a shaky voice. 



“Let’s not jump to conclusions yet. We should check all the bodies first to see 
if your father is among them. If he isn’t, that means he might’ve survived. 
We’re close to the island now. Even if they suffered a shipwreck here, there’s 
a chance they could’ve escaped to the island,” Kai consoled Cloud, quelling 
his agitation. 

Subsequently, they started inspecting each body and found that all the 
corpses were indeed members of Stellaris Sect. This confirmed that the 
sunken spirit ship was undoubtedly the one their sect had ridden on. 
Thankfully, Cloud’s father wasn’t among them, giving Cloud a glimmer of 
hope. 

“Let’s get to the island first,” Kai suggested, breathing a sigh of relief upon 
verifying none of the dead bodies was Cloud’s father and deciding to check 
out the situation on the island. 

Soon, the divine turtle brought them to the island’s edge. However, it refused 
to move any closer, as if something on the island frightened it. Kai and the 
others had no choice but to leap. from the turtle’s back onto the island. 

With a pleasant surprise, he quickly noticed that the peculiar gravitational 
force present in the Night Sea didn’t exist on the island, allowing them to 
move through the air freely. 

“Wait for us here, and don’t wander off,” Kai instructed the divine turtle, which 
bobbed its head in acknowledgment. 

“Kai, look!” Quinley suddenly called out, pointing to a part of the island’s 
beach not far away. They all hurried over and saw a series of footprints on the 
ground. Although some were partially covered with sand, they were still 
distinctly visible. 

“It seems someone landed on this island a few days ago. It might’ve been 
your father and his party!” Kai remarked after examining the footprints. A 
relieved expression finally spread across Cloud’s face after he heard that.. 
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“Let’s move further inland and see.” After saying that, Kai led Cloud and 
Quinley deeper into the island. 



Although the island was located deep within the Night Sea, its environment 
was unexpectedly picturesque. The lush trees provided ample shade, and the 
air was incredibly fresh, forming a stark contrast to the dark expanse of the 
Night Sea.. 

Furthermore, birds occasionally flew overhead while chirping pleasantly, 
prompting Kai to wonder in curiosity, Have these birds been surviving on this 
all the while? After all, this island is entirely surrounded by the Night Sea, and 
the nearest mainland is likely thousands of kilometers away. Without any 
place for the birds to rest, the journey seems nearly impossible. 

While venturing further into the island, Kai extended his spiritual sense to scan 
their surroundings within several miles. If there were anyone nearby, he would 
detect them immediately. 

Meanwhile, deep within the island, six people sat in a circle under a massive 
tree several meters thick. Among them was a middle-aged. man with a face 
marked by hardship and melancholy. 

That person was none other than Cloud’s father and Stellaris Sect’s leader, 
Renault Seizon. They had been left stranded on the island since their 

spirit ship capsized. “Old Mr. Seizon, we shouldn’t wander anymore.. This 
island is too strange. Too many of our men have gone missing, and we’ve 
completely lost contact with them.” 

“That’s right. We shouldn’t walk aimlessly anymore. We started with over a 
dozen members in our party, but the number decreased as we traveled. Some 
of us just mysteriously disappeared without any of us realizing.” 

“How scary! This island is terrifying.” The few Stellaris Sect disciples were 
overwhelmed by fear, no longer daring to move unnecessarily. 

Renault also knitted his brows, seemingly lost in thought. This island is indeed 
bizarre. Originally, over a dozen disciples swam to this island with me, yet 
since we came ashore, they kept inexplicably disappearing one after another. 
Not to mention, there haven’t been any fights or sightings of demon beasts, so 
no one knows where these missing disciples went. Are they lost or 
kidnapped? 



Renault was caught between a rock and a hard place at that moment. If they 
stayed put under the tree, even though they didn’t need food and water and 
wouldn’t die, they might be trapped on the island forever. 

Whenever he thought of Cosmic Sect ambushing them, rage churned within 
him. I can’t just wait for my death in this place! 

“We cannot remain trapped here. We need to keep moving and find a way off 
this island. Let’s find something to tie ourselves to each other this time. I’m 
sure no one will get lost if we do this,” Renault said firmly. 

Upon hearing that, the remaining Stellaris Sect disciples became panic-
stricken. 

“Old Mr. Seizon, we beg you. Please don’t wander around any further. It’s too 
scary!” 

“There’s only so few of us left. If we keep moving, everyone might disappear!” 

“We’d rather be trapped here than continue wandering.” 

The Stellaris Sect disciples desperately pleaded with Renault, expressing their 
reluctance to continue exploring the island. 

Instead of living in dread and fear of vanishing. the disciples would rather be 
stuck in place. 

Renault furrowed his brows at their cowardice. Although they were disciples of 
Stellaris Sect and were supposed to obey his commands unconditionally, he 
fathomed they were currently experiencing a mental breakdown. Therefore, 
their refusal to comply with his orders was understandable. 

“In that case, you all wait here while I scout the nearby area. I’ll send you a 
message every ten minutes. If you don’t hear from me, all of you will be on 
your own then.” 

Renault decided to venture out on his own, not willing to sit by idly and wait for 
death. At that point, the few Stellaris Sect disciples didn’t dare speak further 
and could only pray for Renault’s safety. 

However, just as Renault was about to take his leave, his body suddenly 
stiffened. He stood rooted to his spot as if paralyzed. 
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